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Abstract: This project highlights a multi-step process designed to break through the silos in academia 

for engaging students in different disciplines with the community and within a 

service-learning project. Interior design joined psychology students in groups to 

create design recommendations for a proposed future domestic violence shelter 

with specific rooms for which to develop new typologies. The application of 

biophilic design and designing for trauma were integrated in lectures, resources 

and readings to guide students toward design solutions that benefited health 

and well-being. The Biophilic Interior Design Matrix was used to facilitate 

student’s broadened application of interior and biophilic design so that students 

could have a shared language to approach empathic design, especially targeted 

to help the non-design major students group members. A scaffolded process 

allowed students to start by developing a comprehensive understanding of the 

client’s needs through: a presentation overview of psychology, trauma, interior 

design and biophilic design; a site visit (by volunteers who completed the 

required paperwork, background check and pledge of confidentiality); an 

overview about the shelter by the site management, and a literature review was 

used to begin formulating evidence-based design recommendations. There were 

multiple deliverables culminating in a final presentation to the client. Post project, 

we assessed their engagement and involvement with the community, along with 

what students learned regarding working in an interdisciplinary group. Through 

this process, students were able to process their own meaning of the project and 

how the interdisciplinary team work benefited them and others. Lessons learned 

and recommendations from the first semester inspired a refined version for the 

second semester with different room typologies used. Two of the groups also 

were accepted for presentation at the Eagle Showcase: Excellence in Service-

Learning event on campus. 
  
Learning Objectives: The learning objectives were to articulate client needs, collectively identify and 

assess relevant research, compose written evidence-based design 

recommendations to fulfill the site needs using empathic and biophilic design, 

and create visual floor plans and three-dimensional renderings to illustrate the 

recommendations for their room types. The main goal being that students create 



evidence-based design recommendations to provide support for the site’s future 

facility planning. 
 
Criteria:  This project was an interdisciplinary project throughout the 16-week semester, 

but was not their only project. It designed new room typologies for a domestic 

abuse shelter, based on best practices and grounded in research through 

empathic, biophilic design. Domestic violence affects almost 1 in 4 women (Miller, 

2018). Growing research supports biophilic design for well-being (McGee et al., 

2019) and the Biophilic Interior Design Matrix offered a common language to 

select design features.  
 
Process:  Initial presentations were of biophilic design, interior design, trauma and 

psychology and domestic violence. Our refined sequence was: 

Group Contract- common goals, expectations, policies and procedures, and 

consequences 

Literature Map- a reference list of potential references with two turn ins, 2 

references each, per time 

Site visit/documentation by volunteers of each group 

Needs Assessment: follow-up questions after site presentation, submitted to 

shelter staff and the summarized responses of the information and presentation 

Recommendations- min. 5 recommendations for the service-learning partner 

based on the needs assessment and informed by the literature, plus a draft 

Design process was focused on with group sketching and ideation 

S-L Paper- group outline of paper that detailed the group work finalized by the 

psychology students while interior design students started plan development 

Literature- polished draft of literature review 

Group design development 

Final presentation  

 
Presentation Method: The class schedules for both classes were not identical but did overlap an 

hour, two days a week. The projects were individually introduced in each class 

with the first week having volunteer time for group introductions with the 

psychology students. Students were given a few shared class times together 

throughout the process (e.g. a shared day to ideate about spatial layout) and 

dedicated space and time outside of class time each week to meet in their 

groups, but the instructors also placed the students in groups based on a group 

fit questionnaire. All project information was stored and turned into a shared 

group Google Drive folder. This maintained that all students had access to the 

same information. The final presentation was visually and orally presented to the 

service-learning partner with each group using one given presentation template. 

An IRB approved study also looked at students' perceptions about the project on 

the last day of class. 
 
Evaluation: Students were co-graded by both instructors on each deliverable. All comments were 

visible on the shared Google Docs. Some assignments were evaluated and 

graded based on individual performance (e.g., the literature map) while other 

assignments (e.g., outline) were evaluated based on the whole group’s 

contributions. Based on this experience and feedback as well as subsequent 



semesters of conducting a similar project, we advise it is best to have as much 

individual accountability as possible. In addition, instructors regularly checked-in 

with groups during group work days to answer questions and give feedback. We 

used low stakes grading for the scaffolded work and all or partial credit (for 

incomplete or off-target work) for the sub-deliverables to give students feedback 

on progress towards the final project. The sub-deliverables were scaffolded 

toward the final presentation to the client, with the feedback given in a timely 

manner per each deliverable.  
 
Credits: 4  
 
References: Provided for both classes: 

Grieder, Miranda A., & Chanmugam, A. (2013). Applying environmental 

psychology in the design of domestic violence shelters. Journal of Aggression, 

Maltreatment & Trauma, 22(4), 365–378. 

McGee, B. (n.d.). Biophilic Interior Design. Retrieved June 1, 2021, from 

https://bethmcgee.wixsite.com/biophilicdesign 

McGee, B., Park, N., Portillo, M., Bosch, S., & Swisher, M. (2019). DIY biophilia: 

Development of the biophilic interior design matrix as a design tool. Journal of 

Interior Design, 44(4), 201–221 

Miller, R. S. (2018). Intimate relationships (Eighth Edition). McGraw-Hill Education 

(used earlier version) 

Interior texts: 

Medical and Dental Space Planning. 4th ed. Malkin. 

I-Code: International Building Code 2018 

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code 2018 

FGI guidelines 2018 

The Codes Guidebook for Interiors 6th Ed. Harmon, Kennon. 

Programming and Research: Skills and Techniques for Interior Designers. Rosemary 

Botti Salitsky. 

 

Students researched additional information. 
 
Documentation: Attached 
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Group 1 Bedroom
Recommendations

• Multiple beds
• Heavy duty furniture
• Indoor plants
• Cool-toned (preferably green) walls

– Paired with warm (day and evening) lighting and green
(night) lighting

• Electronics (such as a television) should be kept out of the
bedroom if possible



Group 1 Bedroom

Floorplan Info

• Storage beds
• Large closets
• Greenery
• Built-In desks
• Small sitting area
• Personalization

2 Person Unit



Group 1 Bedroom
Rendering

Render here



Group 1 Bedroom
Floorplan

Plan here

Info

• Storage beds
• Large closets
• Greenery
• Personalization
• Kids area
• Pack & play
• Desk

Family Unit



Group 1 Bedroom
Rendering

Render here Text description here



Group 2 Assessment/Conference
Recommendations

• 10 seats available in Conference Room
• Cool tones and natural materials used
• Both rooms adjacent to each other
• Touch technology and filing storage



Group 2 Assessment/Conference

Floorplan Info
• The conference room will be a space

where employees or others can
meet to discuss future plans\
actions for safe haven.

• The assessment room will be a
space for evaluations of people and
there needs for the present and
future.

CONFERENCE 
     ROOM CORRIDOR

ASSESSMENT 
ROOM



Group 2 Assessment/Conference

Rendering

Render here

Info
The Conference room can hold up to 

ten people. It has space for storage of 
files books or toys for kids. As well as 
having integrated technology 
throughout the space to promote 
transparency between the clients and 
the employees. 



Group 2 Assessment/Conference
Assessment Room
The assessment room will have multiple spaces to meet within, to add variety to the 
space incase people want a more formal or relaxed space to talk openly 



Group 3 Children’s Resource

• Separate areas according to age.
• Natural lighting (Chanmugam & Grieder, 2013).

• Lighter colored walls (Boyatzis & Varghese, 1994).

• Outlet covers, and locks on cabinets.
• Designated area for educational use.



Group 3 Children’s Resource

Floorplan Info
In the Child Resource center we have separate areas for age 

groups. High School, Middle School, and Elementary 
School. We have also included an art area to release 
stress and express yourself. A children's grocery store 
was added to give real world experience on handling 
money while also creating a place for kids to play and 
have fun. The front door of this room will have a lock 
and and will be monitored by staff members who have a 
check in desk at the entrance. 



Group 3 Children’s Resource
Check-In (Front Area) Childrens Play Kitchen Area Staff Kitchen



Group 3 Children’s Resource
Children’s Art AreaChildren’s Reading Area



Group 3 Children’s Resource

Computer LabTeen Area



Group 4 Advocate Resource

• Promote positive interactions
• Vary ceiling heights (Meyers-Levy & Zhu, 2007).
• Balance of natural and artificial lighting (Vlock, 2018).
• Fill spaces with positive distractions (Perez-Trujillo & 

Quintane, 2016). 



Group 4 Advocate Resource

           Floorplan Info
The Advocate Resource center is the first space 

people see when entering this facility.  It consists of a 
computer area for the women and children to work or 
do schoolwork.  For the women with younger children, 
they can utilize the childrens play area while getting 
some work done.  If they are needing to speak with 
someone they can do so in three different spaces.  First 
the lounge area, which also serves as a waiting area, the 
private office, or the conference room. The private office 
offers the most privacy if the women needing to talk 
want a safe place to do so. The conference room serves 
as a larger space that friend and family can come and 
visit.



Group 4 Advocate Resource
        Reception area Conference room



Group 4 Advocate Resource
Kid’s area Private Office



Group 5 Parent Planning
Recommendations

• Provide enough storage
• Incorporate switchable glass for counseling 

rooms
• Provide sound absorbing material
• Separate areas for children, counseling, and 

workshops



Group 5 Parent Planning

Floorplan Info

● Foldable tables
● Interactive kids area
● Switchable glass wall
● Greenery
● Large storage closet



Group 5 Parent Planning

Rendering Info



Group 5 Parent Planning
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Future Recommendations

• Design needs  
– kitchen/dining room 
– outdoor play area
– parking/entry
– refine proposed designs

• Overall connection of spaces
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Group 1 Dining Area & Kitchen
Recommendations

• Appliances should accommodate a large group of diverse individuals and should also incorporate durable materials for a

more user friendly space (Kesler, 2016).

• In order to create a dining area and kitchen that is equal in regards to power, gender, and culture, we recommend

rectangular tables of different sizes to promote equality and structure (Johnson, 2006).

• The organizational techniques used in the kitchen space are key to an efficient design. We recommend the use of storage

bins and a label system. In addition, furniture should be portable as to accommodate different usages of the room (e.g.,
meetings, meals) (Byrd-Bredbenner & Abbot, 2009).

• We recommend designing the kitchen so that space and traffic are not problematic.  This specifically includes following

the kitchen work triangle; making sure there is enough clearance between cooking surfaces, and the surface above it, and
the distance between the landing area on either side of the cooking surface; and making sure there is a continuous
countertop that is immediately next to the sink for primary preparation and work area (NKBA Guideline:  Modern Kitchen
Design, n.d.).



     To abide in something means to remain or dwell. Our design team has chosen this concept to represent the state of 

driftwood as it abides on a beach or river side. To the naked eye, driftwood is nothing more than just a tree that has 

fallen and washed up on the shore, but it is truly much more than that; it is shelter for birds, and food for fish and other 

aquatic species. As the tree falls into the water, it’s life does not end, but continues through the natural life cycle to be a 

source of refuge for the community it serves. Safe Haven, like driftwood, is also committed to and designed to support 

their refugees every step of the way. Specifically, our design for the dining area and kitchen will provide guests with a 

feeling of protection and security as they abide in their home sweet home. 

A
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PRELIMINARY SKETCHES & 
INSPIRATION 



Group 1 Dining Area & Kitchen

The open floor plan for both the 
dining area and kitchen provide a 
space that is useful to staff, guests, 
and children alike. With a variety of 
table settings and an array of 
meeting spaces, this plan provides 
a little something for all of its users.

Floorplan

Kitchen

Dining

Kitchen

High top seating

Family seating

Kids wall

Highchair/ 
booster 
storage

Pantry

Pantry

Freezer



Group 1 Dining Area & Kitchen
This perspective features a buffet 
area for guests of Safe Haven as 
well as a seating area. These tables 
and chairs are mobile so that 
meetings can easily be conducted 
in this space. The green color 
chosen for the walls promotes 
energy and brings a natural and 
grounded feel to the space.

Rendering



Group 1 Dining Area & Kitchen
The kitchen area was 
designed to increase 
organized traffic flow by 
using the U-shaped 
cabinetry and 
casework. Extra storage 
is seen on the right with 
2 refrigerators and a 
walk in pantry.

Rendering



Group 2 Children Areas
Recommendations

• SMART Room for controlled Central Nervous System functioning (Pobuk,
2019 & Warner et al., 2013)

• Natural outdoor play area and spaces to incorporate biophilic design
elements (Piccinini et al., 2018)

• Play room with variety of toys and designated areas to meet individual needs
(Wittenborn et al., 2006)

• Diversity of therapies (sandplay, play, art and music) to insure coping and
trauma recovery (Carey, 1990; Carey, 1999; Felsenstein, 2012; Schwan et al.,
2018; Vicario et al., 2013; Wittenborn et al, 2006)



Group 2 Children Areas
EXPLORE
We designed the Children's 
Resource Room and Outdoor 
Play Area to be a place of 
growth and exploration. We 
incorporated a stimulating 
variety of shapes, forms and 
colors to enhance mental 
development in adolescence. 
The room is an area that 
ignites exploration, learning 
and play.     



Group 2 Children Areas

Floorplan Info
Variety of designated areas to entertain 

all ages. Having windows helps see 
biophilic elements in outdoor area. 
Storage area/ walkway makes it 
easier to make space clean with tile 
and wall storage.Tv/ Game room also 
houses music systems to play music 
with headphones or out loud.



Group 2 Children Areas

Rendering Info
Glass walls make it easier for 

employee’s to see through each 
designated area. Toddler area is away 
from jungle gym to help out with 
safety. Jungle gym has tinted 
windows to help keep gym area cool.



Group 2 Children Areas

Rendering Info

Reading area has 3 different 
seating areas for reading or 
other quiet activities.It is non 
adjacent to the jungle gym for 
sound quality.



Group 2 Children Areas
Rendering Info

The activity and snack area 
includes seating and work 
space, sensory engaging wall 
decor as well as a wide variety 
of shapes and colors. 



Group 2 Children Areas

Outdoor Space Layout Info

Outdoor space is designed to 
elicit curiosity and 
exploration. A safe  place for 
children and adults to 
connect with others and 
nature  



Group 2 Children Areas
Outdoor Space 3D Biophilic Info

The outdoor space incorporates the following to help 
the physical and mental health of children and adults
 
• Water- Water Fountain 
• Vegetation - Flowers, plants, trees and surrounding 

moss wall 
• Curves and Fluid Forms- Both in the landscape and 

playground sets 
• Sensory Richness- Many different textures, flowers 

and fruit trees for smell



Group 2 Children Areas

Small Childrens Area Rendering Info
The outdoor space is divided
into 3 areas. A small children's
area, a bigger kids area and a
field to run around, eat outside, 
or relax. This small children’s
area is designed to cater to
smaller children to be able to
explore play equipment their
size. 



Group 2 Children Areas

Big Kid Area Rendering Info
The big kid
area promotes
play, interaction
and staying active. A
space where bigger
kids can run around
without feeling
constricted by worrying
about running down a
small child. 



Group 2 Children Areas

Rendering Info
Field area for children
to run around, play
ball, read, relax,
interact with nature
and friends as well as
taking advantage of
the south's consistent
nice weather and
eating outside on the
covered picnic tables. 



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden 
Recommendations

• Adding methods of control of individual space within the room including temperature, lighting, and
airflow (a.k.a blackout curtains/dimming lights), white and blue filtered lights, and personal fan/heater
(Grieder & Chanmugam, 2013).

• Incorporating aromatherapy in room and garden (e.g., planting lavender in garden, using lavender aroma
dispenser in room) (Torre, 2003).

• Having a personal interior garden for vegetables/herbs with a personal potting area for each resident
within the community garden. The garden may promote responsibility, a sense of accomplishment, and
community amongst the other residents. Having a sense of purpose and community within the shelter
has been proven to help residents be more successful in the program (Tan, Basta, Sullivan, & Davidson,
1995).



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

Bedroom Floorplan Info
The functional floor plan of the 

bedroom allows for easy access 
from parent to child, as well as 
optimal viewing of the television 
from the bed. The floor-length 
mirror is located adjacent to the 
closet for functionality purposes 
as well. 
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Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

Render here

The bed shown here is a Murphy Bed, with 
the ability to fold up into the wall in order 
to open up floor space for playing games, 
exercising, etc. in the guests’ own 
personal area. Bookshelves allow for the 
guests to express their individuality by 
adding personal items to their space. The 
crib is adjustable and can be folded down 
into a youth bed with rails for toddlers. 
The chair in the corner doubles as a 
rocking chair for mothers to nurse and 
rock their infants to sleep. A diffuser is 
located on the dresser in every room 
because aromatherapy reduces stress and 
promotes an overall feeling of calmness. 



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

The tackboard, located on the right wall, 
allows for both personalization and 
planning, as guests can hang photos, 
drawings, calendars, etc. A cool blue 
paint color was used on the walls 
because it evokes positive emotions in 
children, as well as the feeling of 
restfulness, peace, and serenity in 
adults. Blackout curtains allow guests to 
have control over the amount of light 
entering the room, and the ceiling fans 
offer control over the temperature of 
the room. 



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

Outdoor Garden Floorplan Info

The adult outdoor garden area 
features a fireplace with seating, 
two gardens, benches, and paved 
walkways for exercise purposes. 



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

The outdoor garden at Safe Haven 
offers a peaceful, relaxing space 
for the adult guests at the clinic. 
The fire pit on the right side 
allows for guests to spend time 
with one another in community. 
We have also include paved 
walking trails for guests to 
exercise on. 



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

Communal fire pit



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

Walking path and lounge space



Group 3 Bedroom & Garden

The covered space in the back of the 
adult outdoor garden area allows 
for guests to seek shade from the 
hot sun in Statesboro. Guests are 
able to sit in close proximity to one 
another and chat without burning 
in the sun! The chairs are 
moveable if guests want to move 
their chairs from under the 
covering to get some sun as well. 

Shaded respite area



Group 4 Advocacy & Media Areas
• Dedicated children’s area within the multipurpose media center. This was achieved by designing a children’s reading area and a 

children’s play area that are both easily seen from the computer station but are far enough away that the adults can focus (Osofsky, & 
Lieberman, 2011).

•  A safe and private location for computer browsing in the media room. This was done by adding partition wall between computer stations 
so that each computer is in its own little alcove. This provides privacy for computer browsing they can also check out laptops if they want to sit 
in a different location (Sullivan, 2007).

• Adding in private rooms in the advocacy center to allow for people to share their personal information privately. This was achieved 
by incorporating a semi private meeting area and a private meeting in a conference room. The semi private meeting area has four chairs and 
additional side seating. The conference room has frosted glass also with side seating (Grieder & Chanmugam, 2013).

• Designing around acoustics in the advocacy center. This was done by using carpet tiles, wallpaper, thick drapes to also give privacy, and 
furniture upholstery that is acoustically designed. Sensitive information is disclosed in this area, so we wanted to ensure optimal acoustics 
(NNEDV, 2017).





Group 4 Advocacy & Media Areas

Floorplan Info
     Our final design is of the advocacy area and media 
area. Our advocacy area on the left includes a short term 
waiting area, 3 semi-private working offices, a casual 
conference room, and an impromptu meeting area with 
storage. All of the glass has the ability to be frosted when 
more privacy is desired. There is also a suggestion area 
where residents can leave their input.
       In the media area on the right, there are 4 private 
computer stations, bookshelves with a spot for reading, a 
children's area for playing, and a children's area for 
reading that features window reading seats and 
beanbags. The computer stations are located in small 
alcoves to provide security. 

Waiting 
room

Advocate offices

Advocacy center Media Area



Group 4 Advocacy Center
Advocacy Center

To ensure the most client privacy, a 
waiting room for the advocacy center 
separates the clients from the 
meeting area and offices. While 
clients wait, they can comfortably sit 
in the lounge chairs and enjoy 
positive distraction from the 
television (Rutledge, 2015).



Group 4 Advocacy Center
Advocacy Center

With warm lighting and strong 
biophilic elements from the floor to 
the ceiling, this room is the perfect 
space for caregiver/client interaction. 
Lockers provide a space to safely 
leave personal goods. Carpet flooring 
and upholstered seating allow for 
optimal acoustics while providing a 
home-like environment (Rutledge, 
2015).



Group 4 Media Area
Media Area

The media area is a place of refuge 
and relaxation. To encourage this 
acoustical elements such as soft 
carpet and upholstery reduce 
unnecessary noise. The computer 
pods allow for users to be in their 
own environment and work in peace 
with lots of storage. (Rutledge, K. 
(2015); Sullivan, L. E. 2007)



Group 4 Media Area
Media Area

This room features a kids’ area to 
encourage reading and the 
understanding of responsibilities. 
There are two small bookshelves, a 
play kitchen set, and toys that 
stimulate the mind. (Osofsky, J. D., & 
Lieberman, A. F. (2011) 



Group 5 Teen Areas 
Recommendations

• Our group implemented elements of specific color schemes, patterns, and natural elements that influence physiological and psychological 
emotions in young adults. The incorporation of these elements encourages positive cognitive processes through the use of specific lighting, 
acoustics, patterns and shapes that will help to create a positive and comforting environment (Yildirim, Hidayetoglu, & Capanoglu, 2011).

• We included  spaces that offer choice, privacy, and decorative elements that are modular and meet the needs of current favored teen trends (i.e. 
technology), along with including choices that have a connection to nature have been shown to reduce stress and reduce resentment of authority 
in teens (Owens, 1988). 

• Our group utilized an “empathy-focused design process” to better gauge a design for a homework area to relieve anxiety and promote work. 
Including natural light, simple organic patterns, and soft muted colors, the space creates a calming area that will allow the teens to feel a sense of 
safety and better focus on their assignments (Carmel-Gilfilen & Portillo, 2016).

• Our group considered the age range of the teens and implemented research from early childhood studies. Research presented findings of how 
color and placement of patterns and shapes encourages children to navigate and respond to a space. Our group has implemented natural 
navigation within the teen respite room through the use of patterned and colored flooring tiles and representational wallcoverings that help 
delineate quiet spaces from play areas (Read, 2003).



Our concept blends natural colors with bold patterns to create a relaxing  
and productive space for teens and others who will utilize this facility. 
Natural light and biophilic elements ensure the space is inviting and 
innovative while highlighting our research throughout the design. 
Through the use of natural wood, textured fabrics, and modern furniture 
the space feels more like home or hotel to encourage healing and 
tranquility. 



Group 5 Teen Areas: Preliminary Sketches



Group 5 Teen Areas

Floorplan Info
Our final floor plan includes 4 key spaces: Video 
Game/Television Lounge, Game Room, Lounge Area, and 
a Computer Lounge. The entire space provides two quiet 
areas: Computer Lounge and Lounge Area, as well as two 
active areas: Video Game/Television Lounge and the 
Game Room. Providing these 4 spaces allows teens the 
opportunity to choose different day to day activities and 
socialization factors. These 4 areas also provide modular 
furniture and additional space in the event of remodeling 
or changes to the current space. Furniture and finish 
considerations to the space include commercial grade 
finishes and modern aesthetics to accommodate current 
teen trends. 

Video

Game

Computer
Social 
Lounge

Art



Group 5 Teen Areas

Computer Lounge Description
Utilizing an “empathy-focused design process” (C. 
Carmel-Gilfilen, Portillo, 2016), our group 
considered the emotions and anxiety teens might 
experience when completing schoolwork. The tree 
wallcovering provides a natural vista in the absence 
of windows. Modern Task lighting is provided 
above work spaces, and a small seating area is 
provided for group work assignments. The tile 
flooring compliments the natural wood features in 
the desks and wallcovering. Acoustic ceiling tiles 
are also provided to reduce sound transmission and 
optimize quiet for studying or working.



Group 5 Teen Areas

Game Room Description
In addition to quiet work areas, our group also 
provided a game/ recreational space for the teens 
to relax and socialize. Providing an area that 
promotes engagement and socialization will allow 
teens the opportunity to make connections with 
both the space and others. The use of sensory 
wallcovering and patterned flooring tile provides 
cognitive stimulation, as well as delineates the 
space as an active area rather than a quiet area. 
This room also provides an entryway to the 
outdoor play area, as well as a large window to 
introduce natural light and vistas.



Group 5 Teen Areas

Lounge Area Description
The lounge area provides both group seating 
arrangements and private areas for quiet 
gatherings or reading. The lounge area provides 
optimal, modular seating for group programs 
organized by Safe Haven, as well as separate 
reading nooks for relaxation and privacy. The 
natural wallcovering utilized in the computer 
lounge is also incorporated within this space to 
provide a natural setting and delineate this space 
as a quiet area. A large skylight is placed above the 
group seating area to separate the two spaces, as 
well as provide natural light to the area.



Group 5 Teen Areas

Video Game/Television Lounge
Egg Chair Seating/Outdoor Play 
Area Doorway
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Breaking down silos through interdisciplinary service learning using
biophilic design and empathic design

Service Learning Rubric- example rubric

Project 2 Presentation

Criteria Level 4
6 points

Level 3
4 points

Level 2
2 points

Level 1
1 point

Criterion
Score

Integration of
research and
programming
requirements
called out verbally
and graphically,
including an intro
about the project,
client and concept
or other ideation
as desired

Clearly and
succinctly
showing
thorough
integration of
research and
programming

Clearly and
succinctly
showing
thorough
integration
of research
and
programmin
g

Few and
in-succinct
ly showing
integration
of
research
and
programmi
ng

No or little
and
in-succinctl
y showing
integration
of research
and
programmi
ng

/6

Criteria Level 4
17 points

Level 3
15 points

Level 2
12 points

Level 1
0 point

Criterion
Score

Relates to serving
the needs of
women and
children

Well
designed
solution per
programming
and research
in a high
quality
rendering

Good
solution per
programmin
g and
research in
a quality
rendering

Poor
solution
per
programmi
ng and
research
in a
rendering

Missing /17

Assigned room
thoughtfully
designed with a
floorplan

Well
designed
solution per
programming
and research
in a high
quality floor
plan

Good
solution per
programmin
g and
research in
a quality
floor plan

Poor
solution
per
programmi
ng and
research
in a  floor
plan

Missing /17



Senior Seminar:  The Psychology of Trauma/ Design Studio V
Spring 2020
Group Project
Project Description and Guidelines

Overview

For this service learning project, our class will be working with Safe Haven (a local shelter for women and
children that are seeking shelter from abusive situations). Safe Haven is asking our class for help with
designing a new shelter.  During the project, groups of students will be asked to provide
recommendations for a specific room in the shelter. Recommendations given to Safe Haven will be
based on best practices and grounded in psychological research. The Psychology class will also be
collaborating with the Interior Design class who will provide a graphical representation of the
recommendations to the Safe Haven staff.

Please keep in mind that attendance is required for all designated group work days throughout the
semester.  You will earn 5 points for your participation for each attended group work day (total of 50
points).  Participation points are all-or-nothing and those arriving late will receive no credit for that day.

Below is a list of the different graded components of the group project and a description of a complete
final project.  However, please note that due to the collaborative nature of the project, the group-work
schedule may be revised throughout the semester.

1. Group Contract - Group members will be asked to create a contract with one another which
includes common goals, expectations, policies and procedures, and consequences related to the
project.  The template for the team contract template will be available on Google Drive.

2. Literature Map 1  – Group members will provide a reference list of potential references that will
be used for the final project.  Each team member is required to submit 2 references.  Additional
instructions are located on the Literature Map document. References should be in APA format.

3. Literature Map 2  – Group members will provide two additional references that will be used for
the final project (4 per person).  Additional instructions are located on the Literature Map
document.  References should be in APA format.

4. Needs Assessment Summary - Each group will prepare and ask selected questions to the
service-learning partner during the initial presentation. Group members are expected to record
information that the service-learning partner presents and responses to questions asked.  Group
members will submit a summary of the information presented during the presentation.  Please
be sure to review the Safe Haven website and review notes taken during the Safe Haven
presentation.

5. Recommendations (Draft 1) - Groups are to come up with at least 5 recommendations for the
service-learning partner based on the needs of the organization and that are informed by the
literature.  Each recommendation should be bulleted—the majority of the recommendations
should include citations.  Recommendation sections that do not include at least 5
recommendations or do not include citations will not earn full credit.

6. Recommendations (Draft 2) - Groups are to submit revisions of their recommendations for the
service-learning partner based on the feedback given AND provide at least 5 additional
recommendations (at least 10 total).  Each recommendation should be bulleted—the majority of



the recommendations should include citations.  Recommendation sections that do not include at
least 10 recommendations or do not include citations will not earn full credit. Also, drafts that
are submitted that do not incorporate feedback will also not earn full credit.

7. Outline - Groups will submit a detailed outline that addresses each major section of the final
paper.  Groups are expected to provide as many specifics as possible and to also include
references.  It is expected that certain areas may not be as detailed (i.e., the needs assessment
summary and recommendation section) because these have not been addressed yet.  Outlines
that do not include references or do not provide enough detail will not earn full credit.

8. Literature Review – Groups will submit a polished draft of their literature review for the group
paper.  The literature review should be approximately 3-4 pages in length.  References from the
individual service-learning papers, the literature map, and the course readings can be used.
Points will be subtracted for drafts that are incomplete, contain excessive typos, or do not
contain references.

9. Final Group Paper - The final group paper will include a title page, statement of purpose, a brief
overview of the service-learning partner, a needs assessment summary, a literature review, a
recommendation section, and references.

10. Final Presentation - At the end of the semester, groups will create an executive summary (a brief
summary of the project along with recommendations) and orally present their project to the
class and the service-learning partner.  It is expected that groups will present using a PowerPoint
or Google Slides presentation.


